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There is general consensus that oral anticoagulant (OAC) therapy is recommended for stroke prevention in patients with atrial fibrillation (AF) and stroke risk factors.[1](#jah31388-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#jah31388-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#jah31388-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} It is important to note that approximately one fourth of patients with AF who initiated OAC therapy (vitamin K antagonists including warfarin) discontinued it within the first year in real‐world clinical practice.[4](#jah31388-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} Since warfarin is a difficult drug for both patients and physicians due to the necessity of frequent monitoring, dietary restrictions, and potential interaction with various drugs, the previous report demonstrating frequent and early discontinuation of OAC (warfarin) is not surprising.[5](#jah31388-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} A warning regarding "rebound increases in thrombogenicity" after discontinuation of warfarin has been indicated because of a potential imbalance between coagulant and anticoagulant activities related to the reduction of the vitamin K--dependent coagulant and coagulation regulatory proteins (such as Protein C and Protein S).[6](#jah31388-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#jah31388-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} Despite theoretical cautions, there is no clear clinical evidence concerning increased thrombotic events after warfarin discontinuation.[8](#jah31388-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#jah31388-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}

Various non--vitamin K oral anticoagulants (NOACs) have been recently developed by demonstrating noninferiority[10](#jah31388-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#jah31388-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} or even superiority[12](#jah31388-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#jah31388-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} for stroke prevention, and easy‐to‐use drug profiles in comparison with warfarin. For some NOACs, warnings regarding potential increases in stroke/systemic emboli after discontinuation were suggested after obtaining detailed analyses of phase III clinical trial data.[14](#jah31388-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} However, the major purpose of clinical trials is to test a superior/noninferior hypothesis of a new therapy compared with the previous standard of care by primarily considering the first event. Thus, only a little information can be obtained regarding discontinuation of or adherence to NOACs in patients with AF who initiated these drugs in phase III clinical trials. In this issue of *JAHA*, Yao, et al presented an interesting report based on the contemporary United States insurance claim database, which includes ≈40% of patients treated with NOACs.[15](#jah31388-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} This report addresses the impact of the adherence to OAC on stroke risks and major bleeding problems among patients with AF who were initially treated with OAC. Although the study design is a retrospective cohort analysis, analyzing a large number of patients (64 661) provides us a clue in understanding the importance of adherence/discontinuation issues with OAC use (including NOACs) in patients with AF.

There are a few important points Yao et al has discussed in this study. First, they confirmed that adherence to warfarin therapy at 1.1 year is as low as only 40.2% in real‐world practice. Patients (47.5%) have demonstrated a slightly better adherence to NOACs than warfarin. More than half of the patients who initiated NOACs discontinued them at 1.1 years. This finding is difficult to explain for NOACs with easy‐to‐use drug profiles. As discussed by the authors, pure prevention with no symptomatic recovery with the use of OAC causing expense might be one potential reason for lower adherence to NOACs than expected. Future development of health economic models to show lower occurrence of target events, lower total health cost, lower payment for health insurance with high persistence of OAC is necessary to improve early discontinuation issues. The second and the most important point the authors addressed in their study was that increased stroke risk associated with discontinued OACs was shown in this study only in the high‐risk patients with CHA~2~DS~2~‐VASc 2 or more. Obviously, the results of this study suggest that clinicians should emphasize the importance of adherence to OACs for preventing stroke in patients with AF who present with high risks of stroke. We are still uncertain whether the observed increased stroke risk in patients who discontinued OACs is the indication of "rebound increase in thrombogenicity." As discussed by the authors, increased stroke events in patients with a high risk of stroke who discontinued OACs might only be an indication of a longer "nonprotection period" ([Figure](#jah31388-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Concept of Systematic Improvement of Clinical Care based on Clinical Evidence and Its Disturbance by "Discontinuation" of the Therapy. Before establishing the "standard of care," target events such as stroke/systemic embolism occur as a natural course as shown by line A. After completing large enough well‐designed clinical trials demonstrating the reduction of target events with the use of the new "therapy B" compared with natural course "A," "therapy B" becomes the tentative "standard of care" with the event rate shown as dotted line B. When the next new "therapy C" was proven to be more effective in reducing target events than "therapy B," "therapy C" becomes the next "standard of care" with the event rate shown as another dotted line C. The patients expect relatively lower target events rate only when they adhered to the "evidence‐based therapy." Once "therapy C" was discontinued, the rate of the target events returns to the rate of "natural course." Higher event rate shown in line A compared with the dotted line C represents "rebound," but only returns to the event rate in a natural course by discontinuing the evidence‐based therapy.](JAH3-5-e003258-g001){#jah31388-fig-0001}

There is a difference between "randomized trials" and actual "clinical settings." The former uses a highly regulated population in institutes with physicians familiar with clinical trials. Thus, the adherence rate to therapy in the world of "randomized trials" is generally higher than that observed in actual "clinical settings." Yao et al demonstrated an important difference between the "randomized trials" and actual "clinical settings" with regard to adherence to OAC therapy. In the "world of randomized trials," the discontinuation rates of both warfarin and NOACs were lower (eg, ARISTOTLE: 27.5% for warfarin and 25.3% apixaban with median follow‐up of 1.8 years,[13](#jah31388-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} RE‐LY: 16.6% for warfarin, 20.7% for 110 mg×2 dabigatran, and 21.2% for 150 mg×2 dabigatran at 2 years,[12](#jah31388-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}) than the current report of ≈40%/1.1 year. It is most likely that the prevention effects of OACs revealed in clinical trial results can be expected only when the discontinuation rates of OACs in actual "clinical settings" become similar to the rates revealed in clinical trials.

Early discontinuation of proven drugs is a problem not only restricted to OACs. In patients with myocardial infarction, angiotensin‐converting enzyme inhibitors were proven to prevent left ventricular remodeling and improve outcomes.[16](#jah31388-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} However, the persistent use of angiotensin‐converting enzyme inhibitors in patients receiving angiotensin‐converting enzyme inhibitors after myocardial infarction at 2 years is only 50%.[17](#jah31388-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Current practice guidelines emphasize the importance of "initiating evidence‐based therapy," but do not indicate the importance of "persistence of evidence‐based therapy for enough period of time" due to lack of clinical evidence. [Figure](#jah31388-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the concept of systemic improvement of clinical care using the logic of "Evidence Based Medicine." Line A demonstrates the "natural course" of the disease. After completing a nicely designed large‐scale randomized trial demonstrating lower target events in patients treated with "new therapy B" versus "natural course A," the "new therapy B" becomes the "standard of care" for the next generation. This concept was represented by our experience that aspirin became the "standard of care" in patients with acute myocardial infarction after completing the ISIS‐2 (Second International Study of Infarct Survival Collaborative Group)[18](#jah31388-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} and similar other trials.[19](#jah31388-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} The next randomized trials demonstrated lower target event rates with the use of new "treatment C" versus "treatment B," and "treatment C" became "standard of care" for the next generation similar to the combination of aspirin and clopidogrel becoming the "standard of care" after completing the CURE (Clopidogrel in Unstable Angina to Prevent Recurrent Events Trial) trial.[20](#jah31388-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} In acute care settings, adherence and discontinuation issues are not as many compared with long‐term therapy, such as stroke prevention in AF patients. If patients discontinue the "evidence‐based therapy," event rates become similar to that of the "natural course" ([Figure](#jah31388-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Although the increased event rate after discontinuing "evidence‐based therapy" mimics "rebound," it may simply reflect the return of the event rate observed in the "natural course." To avoid returning to the "natural course," it is important to adhere to evidence‐based therapy once the physician/patient has decided to undergo that therapy. We have to keep in mind that the effects of the therapy demonstrated by clinical trials can be achieved only by its long enough persistence.

It is not surprising that serious bleeding complications were lower when OAC was discontinued for more than 3 months. All phase III NOACs clinical trials in patients with AF demonstrated that the patients treated by NOACs run the risk of serious bleeding by ≈2% to 3%/year.[10](#jah31388-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#jah31388-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#jah31388-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#jah31388-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Recent approval of reversal agents such as idarucizumab for reversing dabigatran anticoagulation may improve adherence rates by decreasing both patients' and physicians' fears regarding major bleeding problems. We need long‐term observation data to understand whether the reduction of bleeding events by discontinuing OAC has any meaningful impact on clinical care in the future.
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